FIRST OVER EVEREST
to show such prosaic sights as streets. Pisa comes as a tilted
and tantalising curtain-raiser to die more opulent glories of
Rome, with the final scene featuring a sudden breathless glimpse
of the too-famous Bay of Naples. A view of this shapely,
sunburnt town, especially from the air, will revive the dis-
cussion as to whether the man who first patented the remark:
"See Naples and die," was a poet who meant what he said,
or some harmless individual referring to Naples and "Mori"
which happens to be an adjacent suburb.
Crossing the bay and plunging through a cloud of sul-
phurous smoke, the machines banked steeply to the left and
there, palpitating beneath them, they could gaze down thrillingly
into the glowing heart of Vesuvius. Columns of grimy smoke
obscured the calm blue face of the sky, and might have been
the breath of some evil spirit or ancient Cyclops dwelling
amongst his infernal fires. One shuddering moment, and die
aircraft darted out of this atmosphere of nightmare into die
bright air again. One more circle over Vesuvius and they
performed a long glide down to the aerodrome where for the
first time their occupants felt the soft peach-warming glow of
southern sunshine. Officers of the Italian Air Force came
forward to give a friendly welcome that softened the stringent
regulations they were obliged to enforce.
Cameras had to be sealed up and films were confiscated,
being hurriedly developed and then returned when they proved
to be under-exposed snaps of the English machines in moun-
tainous country. As a parting gesture, die sunset gave a dramatic
evening performance over the Bay of Naples with a wealth
of southern glow and colour, transplendent beyond the dreams
of producer or painter. It was die sort that makes even a
Neapolitan ice-cream feel warmer.
To take a photograph is a fatal pastime in Naples, since the
whole street, soon followed by the entire neighbourhood appear
upon the scenes, demanding that a snapshot should be taken of
their smiling selves. He who hesitates to beat a hurried retreat
is lost
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